This paper describes an implementation ofthe one-phase primal-dual path-following algorithm for solving linear programming problems. The design is intended to be simple, portable and robust. These design goals are achieved without sacrificing stateof-the-art performance. We give a rather complete description of the algorithm and the implementation. Computational results obtained for the NET LIB suite of problems run on a Silicon Graphics workstation are also presented.
The fact that the dual is related to the primal manifests itself in the Weak Duality Theorem (see, e.g. [7] ): If equality holds then x is optimal for the primal and y is optimal for the dual.
The difference c T x -b T Y is called the duality gap. where e denotes the n-vector of all ones, and the capital letters X and R denote the diagonal matrices with x and r, respectively, on the diagonal. The first m equations (1.1) are part of the primal feasibility requirement and the next n equations (1.2) are part of the dual feasibility requirement. The last n equations are related to the duality gap. Indeed, assuming that (x,y,z) satisfy (1.1), (1.2) 
The central path

and (1.3), it is easy to see that
It is easy to see that as ~ tends to infinity, x" tends toward the analytic center of the primal polytope and from (1.4) that (y", r,,) tends to infinity. An analogous statement holds in the case where the dual polytope is bounded and has nonempty interior. (From (1.4), we see that it is impossible for both polytopes to be bounded and have nonempty interiors.)
The primal-dual path-following algorithm can now be described quite simply. We start with any triple (x,y,r) satisfying x> 0 and r > 0 and with any ~ > O. We next use one step of Newton's method to try to find a point closer to (x",y",r,,). We then let this new point be our current (x,y,r), we reduce ~ appropriately and we start over. This iterative process is continued until primal and dual feasibility is attained and the duality gap is smaller than some predetermined tolerance.
All that remains is to investigate the exact form of the equations for Newton's method and to describe how we reduce ~ appropriately. The choice of ~ is quite simple. From (1. 4) we see that gives us a measure of the "~" value for the current point. It is a good idea to aim for a point on the central path whose ~ value is substantially less than this. Hence, we choose ~ = 0.1 n (unless the primal objective value is less than the dual objective value in which case we boost
Newton's method
The iterative method we use to home in on (x",y",r,,) is Newton's method applied to (1.1), (1.2), (1.3). Newton's method is just the freshman-calculus technique for finding a root of a nonlinear equation by approximating it with a succession of linear equations. The only difference is that now the problem is not one-dimensional. Indeed, suppose we want to find z* which satisfies F(z*) = 0 where F(z) is a map from n d to n d Using the multidimensional Taylor's series expansion, we see that
where 8F(z) denotes the matrix whose (i,j)th entry is
Hence, to find an approximate solution to F(z) = 0, simply set the right-hand side of (1.5) to zero. This tells us that 6z should be the solution to the following system of linear equations
and that z should be updated to z + 6z. 
The desired update is then However, there is no guarantee that this update will preserve the nonnegativity of x and T, so a shorter step is taken as necessary to keep x > 0 and T > O.
Step Direction Decomposition
Substituting (1.10) and then (1.9) into (1.11), we get the following formula for C;.x: not change the degree of infeasibility of the current point. Therefore, it is only the feasibility step direction that works toward finding a feasible primal solution. The centering step direction repels the solution away from walls of the primal polytope. This helps prevent the algorithm from "jamming". The objective step direction points in the direction of steepest descent of the objective function (after a scaling change of coordinates).
Initially, ~ and p are large and the algorithm concentrates on finding a feasible point near the center of the primal polytope. When a feasible point is found, p becomes essentially zero and the feasibility step becomes insignificant (except to correct for small infeasibilities that creep in due to finite precision arithmetic). As the algorithm iterates through a sequence of feasible points, ~ is progressively decreased and so eventually the centering step direction is dwarfed by the objective step direction. Once this happens, it only takes a few iterations to home in on an optimal solution.
A similar analysis can be carried out for the dual step directions i".y and i".r. Indeed, it
is not hard to see that i".r can be written as the sum of three terms:
Again, the first term is a centering step direction, the second term is a objective step direction and the third term is a feasibility step direction.
Step Lengths
Instead of the update shown in (1.12), (1.13), (1.14), the general update is 
O.95r n _l (1.18) (Note that we index n-vectors from a to n -1 to be consistent with typical C usage instead of indexing from 1 to n.) This choice of a p and ad guarantees that x and r remain strictly positive. 
Upper Bounds
Although there are now more variables to keep track of and hence more computational overhead, when a problem has lots of upper bounds it is more efficient to use these implicit formulas rather than handling the upper bounds explicitly (see Section 2). If only a subset of the variables have finite upper bounds, then one needs only add variables t and s corresponding to those variables that have finite upper bounds. In this way, problems which have no finite upper bounds incur hardly any extra overhead with this technique.
Formulas for implicit handling of upper bounds can be found in several papers (see e.g.
[11], [20] and [15] ). The formulas given in [15] are special cases of those given here obtained by setting p, (J, and T to zero (since their formulas assumed the current solution is primal/dual feasible ).
Implementation
In the last few years, a number of papers have been appeared containing suggestions (some quite sophisticated) regarding techniques for developing efficient implementations (see, e.g., [2] , [1] , [14] , [15] , [17] , [6] , [10] , [16] , [18] , [3] ). It is interesting to note that some of these sophisticated techniques buy very little in terms of performance (see, e.g., [9] ). Other than exploiting the standard sparse matrix data structures, ALPO uses no fancy tricks. Some of the features not found in ALPO include:
• Scaling the data.
• Matrix reduction techniques such as eliminating null and fixed variables.
• Separate handling of dense columns.
• Heuristics to set variables to their bounds.
• Acceleration techniques for the Cholesky factorization subroutines such as storing address lists.
• Preconditioned conjugate gradient technique for solving systems of equations. 
while ( iter <= MAXIT ) { /*----------------------------------------------
/*----------------------------------------------+
I calculate mu, gamma = mu X"-l e -R e, and I I diagonal matrix D"2 = X R"-l */ mu = O.l*dotprod(r,x,n)/n; if (cxpf < ybpf) mu = 20.0*mu; for ( j=O; j<n; j++ ) gamma Assuming that all the data structures have been properly set up, the code that performs the primal-dual path-following algorithm is quite simple (see Figures 1 and 2 ). The code shown in Figures 1 and 2 is essentially self-explanatory. It depends on three important subroutines. The subroutine smx multiplies a sparse matrix (either A or AT) times a vector.
/*----------------------------------------------
The routine inv ~um performs a Cholesky factorization of AD' AT so that subsequent calls to solve can be used to solve systems of equations involving AD' AT The code fragment shown above does not have a stopping rule and will run the full MAXIT iterations. Other than incorporating a stopping rule, checking for unbounded or infeasible problems, printing 
Free Variables
Solving the Dual as the Primal
Generally the most time consuming task in the primal-dual path-following algorithm is to solve systems of equations of the form
where f3 is some known vector and y is the vector for which we would like to solve. It was observed very early that comparatively dense columns in A translate into comparatively dense blocks in AD2 AT and this has an adverse effect on the time to solve system (2.1). Many authors have suggested splitting the A matrix into two parts, a sparse part and a dense part, and then treatying the dense part separately using either low rank updates or conjugate gradient techniques. Most researchers who have experimented with these techniques point out that even though they get dramatic improvements, the code looses a great deal of robustness. This robustness problem derives from the fact that sometimes the system of equations with certain columns deleted is singular when the original system was nonsingular.
Handling this situation in a robust manner is numerically challenging. If the user doesn't explicitly specify whether to solve the primal or the dual, ALPO makes the selection based on the smaller between the primal-fillin-estimate with two times the dualfillin-estimate (there is a further stipulation that solving the dual will not be selected if the original problem has finite positive ranges since the code to dualize such problems doesn't accomodate this possibility -this stipulation precludes ALPO from solving the dual on problem SEBA even though it would be highly advantageous).
The formula for the primal-fillin-estimate is quick and simple:
where Aj denotes the jth column of A. The formula for the dual-fillin-estimate is similar, using the rows of A instead of the columns.
We ran alpo on the complete set of NETLIB problems [8] . Statistics regarding these problems are shown in Tables 1 and 2 The computational results presented in Tables 3 and 4 Table 5 . It should be noted that two other new NETLIB problems, FIT1D and FIT2D, are hand-formulated duals of FIT1P and FIT2P, respectively. Table 5 includes performance data for these two problems as well. FIT1D
and FIT2D have a large number of variables, but only a handful of constraints. Hence, the arithmetic operations to factor AD' AT is small compared to the number of arithmetic operations needed simply to form this matrix. These operation counts are 205,081 for FIT1D and 1,885,858 for FIT2D. Finally, note that AD' AT is completely dense in FIT1P and FIT2P.
One of the challenges to all developers of interior point methods is to find a heuristic for initializing the primal and dual solution vectors in such a way as to obtain low iteration counts over a wide spectrum of problems. ALPO got stuck well short of optimality on GREENBEA and just barely missed the optimality criteria on three other problems (CYCLE, GROW15
and GROW22). ALPO comes with several versions of the initialization subroutine ini txyr stored in files having names that start with ini t followed by a number and then the usual " . c". The initialization subroutine which achieved the results in Tables 3 and 4 is contained in ini to. c. All of the problems in the NETLIB suite have been solved with at least one of the initialization subroutines included with ALPO.
We now describe the specific initialization heuristic implemented in ini to. c. First we compute the vector x:
Then compute the scalar:
and set but then modified so that any tj that is less than one is reset to one.
It is interesting to see what fraction of time is spent on various tasks. Tables 6 and 7 contain this information for the six subroutines which generally account for the lions share of the total time. The subroutine 11 tnum numerically calculates the Cholesky factor for AD' AT.
The subroutine adat numerically calculates AD' AT itself. The subroutine solve solves a system of equations using the Cholesky factor computed by 11 tnum. The subroutine smx multiplies a sparse matrix (either A or AT) times a vector. The subroutine inv_sym reorders the rows of A so that the Cholesky factor will not have many nonzeros that didn't already appear in AD' AT It uses an explicit implementation of the minimum-local-fill algorithm as described in [221. The profiling was performed on the Silicon Graphics workstation and so the column labeled Total Time represents times obtained on that machine.
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